1...FIELD INTERVIEW   MC CAFFREY CENTER  040410

Officer conducted a checkout on four subjects. Subjects were interviewed and two juveniles were turned over to a parent.

2...WARRANT ARREST  PACIFIC CIR  040410

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Officer learned the subject had an outstanding warrant and arrested the subject at 3:34 AM. Subject was transported to the county jail.

3...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL  ALPINE AVE  040510

Officer advised of a hit and run accident at Alpine and Pershing. Victim did not require a report at this time.

4...FIELD INTERVIEW  LOT 19  040510

Officer conducted a checkout on three subjects with a bicycle. Subjects were interviewed and records check indicted bicycle not registered.

5...WARRANT ARREST  MANCHESTER  040610

Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned of an outstanding warrant. Driver arrested at 10:14 AM and transported to the county jail.

6...FIELD INTERVIEW  NORTH SERVICE RD  040610

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

7...AIDED PERSON  KENSINGTON WY  040610

Officer responded to a vehicle vs. pedestrian accident. Victim declined medical attention. Both parties exchanged information.

8...DUI ARREST  MARCH LN  040710

Officer conducted a vehicle stop determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 1:36 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.
9...**SUSPICIOUS PERSON**

Officer conducted a checkout on a suspicious person. Subject was previously revoked from campus. Subject warned.

10...**WELFARE CHECK**

SPD reported receiving a call regarding a concern for a roommate. Officer responded and subject was transported to a local hospital voluntarily.

11...**THEFT**

Officer responded to a report of four stolen ropes, used to form lines, from the center. Officer responded and initiated a report.

12...**THEFT**

Victim reported his locked bicycle stolen. Suspect cut the cable lock. Officer responded and initiated a report.

13...**SUSPICIOUS PERSON**

Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject seen on campus asking people for money. Subject was interviewed and revoked.

14...**CASUALTY**

SFD responded to a report of an ill female. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

15...**CASUALTY**

Subject came into DPS with an injury to his face. Subject was taken to hospital for treatment.

16...**JUVENILE INCIDENT**

Officer conducted a checkout on a juvenile. Juvenile was turned over to a parent.

17...**DUI ARREST**

Officer conducted a checkout a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 1:51 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

18...**SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT**

Officers responded to a report of a female possibly in need of assistance. Officers responded and reported two males in the area with no assistance needed.
Officer responded to a report of a Greek cement letter stolen from the front of the residence. Officer initiated a theft report.

Victim reported his license plate was stolen from his vehicle. Officer initiated a report.